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Optical Control of Young’s Type 
Double-slit Interferometer for 
Laser-induced Electron Emission 
from a Nano-tip
Hirofumi Yanagisawa1,2,3, Marcelo Ciappina  4, Christian Hafner  5, Johannes Schötz2,3, Jürg 
Osterwalder6 & Matthias F. Kling  2,3
Interference experiments with electrons in a vacuum can illuminate both the quantum and the 
nanoscale nature of the underlying physics. An interference experiment requires two coherent 
waves, which can be generated by splitting a single coherent wave using a double slit. If the slit-edge 
separation is larger than the coherence width at the slit, no interference appears. Here we employed 
variations in surface barrier at the apex of a tungsten nano-tip as slits and achieved an optically 
controlled double slit, where the separation and opening-and-closing of the two slits can be controlled 
by respectively adjusting the intensity and polarization of ultrashort laser pulses. Using this technique, 
we have demonstrated interference between two electron waves emitted from the tip apex, where 
interference has never been observed prior to this technique because of the large slit-edge separation. 
Our findings pave the way towards simple time-resolved electron holography on e.g. molecular 
adsorbates employing just a nano-tip and a screen.
Electrons are particles, but they also have the characteristics of waves, which is the beauty and mystery of quan-
tum mechanics1–7. The wave nature of electrons is not only of fundamental interest for studying quantum phe-
nomena but is also important in high-resolution electron microscopy8,9, scattering and imaging processes of 
high-resolution transmission microscopy10,11, or electron holography that enables us to obtain vistas into the 
nanoscale world12,13 or even in the attosecond atomic realm14. Their wave nature can typically be observed by 
so-called Young’s interference using a double slit2,4,6. In such an experiment, electrons pass through either side of 
a double slit and strike a detector that is some distance away from the slits. The intensity distribution at the detec-
tor will show an oscillating pattern that is not expected if the motion of an electron is described as that of a point 
travelling along a well-defined path15. This phenomenon of interference can be understood by the wave nature: 
a single coherent wave is split into two coherent waves by the slits, and they interfere constructively or destruc-
tively depending on their relative phases, resulting in an oscillation in the signals. Because these two coherent 
waves must be created to observe the interference, the separation between the inner edges of the two slits must be 
shorter than the coherence width of the electrons at the slit. This condition typically requires elaborate mechan-
ical designs with careful choices of materials for the electron optics and the double slit2,4,6 (or, more generally, a 
beam splitter that includes a biprism1,3,5,7). The coherence condition can typically be set up by steering an electron 
beam, controlling its magnifications or changing the mechanical configuration of the beam splitter16.
Here we have achieved optical control of the double-slit dimension using the simplest form of Young’s inter-
ference, which is established via two electron beams from a nanometre-sized tip apex4. Applying high DC fields 
on the tip apex can drive electron tunnelling through the surface barrier, known as field emission17. The field 
emission current density depends exponentially on the integral across the surface potential-energy barrier of 
the quantity [U − En]1/2, where U is the electron potential energy, and En is its normal-energy level (energy level 
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associated with motion normal to the emitter surface)18,19. Therefore, a slight variation of the surface barrier 
dramatically changes the current. The surface potential energy is modulated by the local work function, which 
in turn varies with the crystallographic surface orientation along the curved tip surface. As a result, the emission 
sites become localized on the nanometre scale, and it is possible to establish two emission sites within the coher-
ence width of the electrons inside the tip. Such a situation represents a Young’s interference experiment where the 
coherent electron wave in the metal is split by a double slit upon field emission due to the modulated surface bar-
riers. This kind of interference has never been observed other than at the tiny apex of a carbon nanotube (CNT) 
with a radius of 5 nm4. Therefore, careful material and tip designs are necessary for observing the interference via 
this method, and controlling the double-slit properties is very difficult. An alternative candidate is believed to be 
a superconducting tip with macroscopically extended coherent electron waves4.
By using photo-assisted electron emission, and without changing the tip and materials, we could control the 
distance and opening-and-closing of the double slit, represented by the surface barriers, by tuning the param-
eters of 7 fs laser pulses that induce the photoexcitation. We observed interference patterns from two electron 
beams from a comparatively large tungsten tip apex with a radius of curvature of approximately 100 nm at room 
temperature. The underlying physics is derived by numerical modelling and shows that photo-excited electrons 
on the tip surface experience small slit distances, resulting in an interference that is visible between two adjacent 
laser-induced electron beams from the tungsten tip apex as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a) (see Method 1 
for details of the experiments).
Results and Discussions
Experimental. Figure 1(b) shows the typical field emission pattern from our tungsten tip apex oriented 
toward the [011] direction with four dominant emission sites: two from the (310) type surface facets and two 
from the (111) type. These emission sites are areas with lower surface barrier or work function. If electron emis-
sion originates purely from DC tunnelling, it is limited to only these four sites20. In our laser-induced emission 
experiments, additional streaky patterns appear in the gaps between the (310) and (111) emission sites as shown 
in Fig. 1(d) and indicated with red arrows. The streaky pattern is quantitatively analyzed by integration over the 
shorter axis of the yellow rectangle in Fig. 1(d), yielding the curve in Fig. 1(e) with a small hump indicated by a 
red arrow. It should be noted that the width of each streaky pattern is approximately 10 nm as indicated by a pink 
scale bar (representing 10 nm).
Such streaky structures cannot be reproduced by simulating the laser-induced electron emission current with 
conventional Fowler-Nordheim (FN) theory18,19,21,22. Previous studies showed that the emission mechanism in 
Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the experimental setup and the electron emission patterns from the tungsten 
tip apex. (a) Conceptual diagram of the experimental setup and observed interference. The inset shows energy 
spectra of laser-induced electron emission from the tungsten tip apex for two different laser intensities, 
1 · 1012 W/cm2 and 4 · 1012 W/cm2. The electron emission from (310) type surface at the shadow side with respect 
to the laser propagation was measured. The spectra are normalized to their maximum values. (b) Field emission 
pattern without the laser. The extraction voltage between tip and counter electrode is 4600 V (field estimated 
as around 5.5 V/nm). (c) The work function extracted from the electron signal variations along the blue line, 
indicated with an arrow in (b). The blue line represents the arc of the great circle of the tip hemisphere. (d,f) 
Are laser-induced electron emission patterns taken at laser intensities of 4 · 1012 W/cm2 and 1 · 1012 W/cm2, 
respectively. Pink scale bars represent 10 nm when the radius of curvature of the tip apex is 100 nm, and they 
are arcs of a circle passing through centres of (001) type facets in the emission images on the detector plane. The 
extraction voltages were 1900 V in both cases (field estimated as around 2.3 V/nm). The laser pulses propagate 
from right to left in the pictures. (e,g) Intensity profiles of electron signals along the longer axis of the rectangles 
in (d,f); the electron signals are integrated over the shorter axis of the rectangles.
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this regime is governed by a tunnelling emission from 2-photon photoexcitation (2PPE) or an emission over 
the top of the surface barrier from 3PPE23–25, as also shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a). Note that the single-photon 
energy is approximate 1.5 eV. Under these emission processes, the emission current depends on three factors: 
work function; local DC fields; and population of excited electrons on the tip apex23. The last two factors are 
slowly-varying functions with respect to the positions on the tip apex for a smooth tip apex, which thereby can-
not be expected to drive such streaky patterns. In contrast, the work function changes on a scale of nanometres 
on the tip apex. We extracted the work function map along the blue arrow in Fig. 1(b) (See the Method 2.1 for 
extracting the work function). However, it shows a simple monotonic increase towards the gap between the two 
emission sites as in Fig. 1(c), from which only a monotonic decrease of current can be expected towards the gap. 
As a matter of fact, the previous study based on FN theory has not shown the streaky emission patterns22. Because 
FN theory does not take into account propagation of coherent electron waves in a vacuum, the streaky patterns 
are expected to be a result of interference of two electron beams in a vacuum.
As a clue for the underlying physics, the streaky patterns disappear when the laser intensity is reduced as 
shown in Fig. 1(f,g), which is consistent with some of our previous studies21,22. Previous work showed the tuna-
bility of emission processes with laser intensity23. When increasing the laser intensity, more electrons are emitted 
over the top of a barrier lowered by the Schottky effect via 3PPE processes as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a) 23. 
Therefore, the appearance of the streaky feature would be associated with the advent of high energy electrons 
from 3PPE. In this work, our simulations based on the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) will con-
firm this hypothesis qualitatively.
How could we confirm the interference experimentally? As schematically sketched in Fig. 2(a), if one of the 
two electron beams is switched off, the interference patterns should disappear as is demonstrated using mechan-
ical slits6. We can realize such a situation using the site-selection technique found in our previous work where we 
can select the specific emission sites by changing the polarization angle of the laser21,22. Some emission patterns 
for different polarization angles, P, are shown in Fig. 2(b–e). In all cases, the streaky patterns, indicated by red 
arrows, appear only when emission is present from two adjacent sites. For instance, looking at the sites A and B 
(each emission site is surrounded by dashed lines if it exists), the streaky patterns can be observed whenever A 
and B exist even if one of them is dim as seen in Fig. 2(b,e). However, the streaky pattern is not visible in case 
either A or B is absent as in Fig. 2(c,d). In another example, the interference pattern can be observed between C 
and D in Fig. 2(c), but it disappears when D is absent in Fig. 2(b). These observations are the same between any 
two adjacent sites for our conditions of detection efficiency and screen resolution.
Further quantitative analysis indicates the strong signature of the interference. As shown in Fig. 2(f), we eval-
uated the signal profile for the rectangle area as we did in Fig. 1(c,d). The obtained profile was decomposed using 
Gaussian functions for A, B and I sites defined in Fig. 2(f), and the peak values of the Gaussians were divided 
by the total count rate of the rectangle area. The errors of peak values arise due to the uncertainty of the peak 
position of the Gaussians, which are estimated to be 10% at most. In addition, when the signal level is too low 
and it is hard to assign Gaussian functions, we set the peak values to zero. Then they were plotted as a function of 
Figure 2. Polarization dependence of laser-induced electron emission patterns and their quantitative analysis. 
(a) Conceptual diagram for interference when two emission sites, A, B are either on-on, off-on or on-off. (b–e) 
Laser-induced electron emission patterns for different laser polarization angles, P, which is defined by the angle 
between the tip axis and the polarization vector. Pink scale bars are the same as those used in Fig. 1. (f) Upper 
panel: laser-induced electron emission patterns at P = 150°. Lower panel: a line profile for the rectangular 
area using the same procedure as in Fig. 1(e,g). The three peaks in the line profile, assigned as A, B and I, are 
decomposed by Gaussian functions. (g–i) Plots of peak values of A, B and I as a function of polarization angle, P. 
(j,k) The same plots for 2 · (A · B)0.5 and A + B, respectively.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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laser polarization angle for A, B and I in Fig. 2(g–i), respectively. These three sets clearly show that I becomes 0 
when either A or B is zero. We also have inspected the quantity 2 · (A · B)0.5 as in Fig. 2(j) because the intensity of 
interference should follow the product term of the amplitude of two wave functions15. Indeed, the quantity varies 
similarly with that of I as in Fig. 2(i). In contrast, the quantity, A + B behaves rather differently from I. Hence, 
these data sets strongly indicate that the streaky pattern is not a phenomenon driven by a simple sum of the two 
emissions but an interference phenomenon. We have checked other site combinations, which confirmed the 
observations and conclusion.
Simulations. Our experimental observation can indeed be qualitatively reproduced by simulations with 
simple assumptions. In the simulation, we have generated a coherent spherical wave packet inside the tip apex 
and let it propagate under DC fields up to 50 mm away from the apex, where the detector is placed, by solving a 
two-dimensional TDSE26; the situation is schematically drawn in Fig. 3(a) (see Methods 2.2–2.4 for more details 
on the simulations). We have thereby obtained far-field wave functions and from them the electron density dis-
tributions. The dimensions of the initial wave packet are defined by two parameters, cone angle θw and width Sw. 
The image potential was employed to calculate the surface barrier landscape, the heights of which are determined 
by the work function landscape obtained from Fig. 1(b). Figure 3(b) shows the surface potential energy barrier in 
our simulations for DC fields.
We integrated the intensity of the simulated far-field wave function over the radial direction and plotted them 
as a function of angle with respect to the center axis with the coordinate system placed in the center of the 
tip apex. The thereby simulated far-field intensity distributions successfully reproduces the interference peak as 
shown by the thick pink line in Fig. 3(c). There are three peaks as their positions indicated by thin vertical dashed 
lines. The peaks at both sides are from the two emission sites and their interference yielding an extra peak in the 
center, which disappears with switching off either of the emission sites as we observed experimentally. To switch 
off either of the sites, we multiplied the initial wave packet amplitude with the right (left) half of a Gaussian func-
tion centered at the leftmost (rightmost) end of the region defined by θw as shown by green (blue) lines in the inset 
Figure 3. Far-field electron intensity distributions simulated by TDSE. (a) Concept of our simulation model. 
The inset shows half Gaussian functions to attenuate the initial wave functions for simulations in (c). See text 
for details. (b) Electron potential landscape under the DC field of 2 V/nm, where the energy is measured with 
respect to the Fermi level, EF. (c) Far-field intensity distributions as a function of angle with respect to the 
center axis (thick solid line). The initial radial energy Ei is 4 eV defined with respect to the Fermi energy. Other 
curves are the results of the attenuated initial wave functions. See the text for details. (d) Far-field intensity 
distributions for various initial energies, which are indicated in the inset and also (b) by dashed lines. The 
same color codes were used in Fig. 2(b,d) to indicate initial energies. (e) Energy-integrated far-field intensity 
distributions reconstructed by simulated intensity distributions with weight extracted from energy spectra. The 
blue line is for laser intensity of 4 · 1012 W/cm2 and the pink line for 1 · 1012 W/cm2.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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of Fig. 3(a), and then we computed the far-field intensity distribution for different half-width-at-half-maximum 
(HWHM) of the Gaussian function; the results are shown by green (blue) lines in Fig. 3(c). The thicker the lines 
the narrower the Gaussian functions (HWHM are 24°, 12° or 6° from the thinnest line). The results show that the 
two peaks in the attenuated region disappear concomitantly, which is the same behavior we observed in Fig. 2. 
The narrowest Gaussian distributions give only one emission site on either side; the sum of these spectra shows 
no interference peak at the center as indicated by a thick pink dashed line.
Further simulations revealed the energy dependence of the interference peak for six different initial energies 
as indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 3(b). The resulting far-field intensity distributions for θw = 10° and Sw = 10 nm 
are shown in Fig. 3(d). Clearly, the interference peak evolves with increasing initial energies. At Ei = 2.7 eV, the 
interference peak is barely seen. But at Ei = 3.25 eV which is around the top of the potential energy barrier, the 
interference peak appears. The energy dependence can also be seen for θw = 6° as shown in the next panel. Under 
this condition, the transverse extent of the coherent wave packet is around 10 nm at the tip surface, which is 
almost the same as the coherence width of the electron in tungsten at room temperature5,7, implying that inter-
ference may be observed for our conditions. Note that the coherence width of the excited electrons has been 
shown to be similar to that of ground states7. For even shorter transverse extent of around 7 nm, the interference 
peak disappears (See Fig. S1 in Supplementary Information). Additionally, the far-field intensity distributions 
stay similar for temporally broadened pulses (See Fig. S2 in Supplementary Information), which implies that the 
interference is not peculiar to the ultrashort pulse. Finally, the obtained energy dependent far-field distributions 
are integrated with weights extracted from the measured energy spectra taken by the laser with intensities of 
1 · 1012 W/cm2 and 4 · 1012 W/cm2 (See the Methods 2.5 for details) as indicated by pink and blue lines in Fig. 3(e), 
respectively. The growth of the interference peak for higher intensities is clearly visible.
We would now like to gain an intuitive idea on which factor drives the interference in the context of Young’s 
interference experiments. Unlike the original Young’s double slit, the double slits in this method do not com-
pletely block electrons impinging on the surface barrier between two slits. This is because electrons can either 
leak through the barrier via tunnelling or be emitted over the barrier via photoemission, as discussed in the inset 
of Fig. 1(a). Therefore, the present implementation does not directly represent Young’s double slits in this sense, 
but a single electron wave experiencing lateral modulation in its amplitude due to reflection at the surface barrier, 
resulting in two apparent beams. As already shown in Fig. 3(c), the existence of two beams is necessary for the 
advent of the interference. Hence, we regard this system as analogous to a Young’s double-slit interferometer. In 
order to evaluate the dimensions of the double slits, the intensity profile was inspected when an electron wave is 
emitted from only one of the emission sites, which is the same condition as for the thickest green line in Fig. 3(c). 
First, we calculated the near-field wave function at 5 nm distance away from the tip apex, and then computed radi-
ally integrated intensity profiles along the polar direction as in Fig. 4(a,b), respectively. By evaluating the positions 
at the half maximum of the profile, L1 and L2 as in Fig. 4(b), we deduced how the effective slit size changed with 
increasing initial energy. Especially, because L1 indicates the right side edge of the emitted wave functions in near 
field, L1 roughly tells us the effective distance between the two slits as indicated in Fig. 4(c). Second, we have inves-
tigated the beam divergence, θd, by comparing the intensity profiles between near- and far- field wave functions 
as also indicated in Fig. 4(c). All these values are plotted as a function of the initial electron energy in Fig. 4(d). 
The results show that L2 and the divergence change slightly but L1 becomes significantly smaller at higher ener-
gies. Hence, we concluded that the change of the effective slit distance drives the interference for higher initial 
energies as schematically shown in Fig. 4(c). This tendency can be intuitively understood by Fig. 3(b), where the 
barrier width that excited electrons feel becomes narrower with increasing electron energy. Note that the top of 
the potential energy barrier is situated around 3.25 eV as shown in Fig. 3(b). Classically, any electron with normal 
energy above the barrier height can be emitted over the barrier. Quantum mechanically, however, such electrons 
will still be scattered at the barrier and transmission rate is not unity upon emission just above the top of the 
barrier18,27. This can be seen from the fact that L1 changes its value even above 3.25 eV. In addition, as seen in the 
near-field wave function at 5 nm distance away from the tip apex (Fig. 4(e)) and radially integrated intensity pro-
files (Fig. 4(f)), two beams are generated for the initial energy of 4 eV with conditions equivalent to those for the 
thick pink line in Fig. 3(c). Hence the surface potential energy barrier works as a beam splitter at least up to 4 eV.
Finally, we would like to point out that we are working under emission conditions of more than 1 electron per 
pulse, which implies that space charge effects may need to be considered. In fact, we observed slight broadening of 
energy spectra due to space charge effect around 4 · 1012 W/cm2 in our previous work25. However, we consider that 
the interference phenomenon will not be significantly affected by space charge effects because the interference 
established in the close vicinity of the tip surface according to our simulations, as shown in Fig. 4(g). The figure 
shows the momentum distribution of the wave packet at 5 nm away from the tip surface for the initial energy of 
4 eV with conditions equivalent to those for the thick pink line in Fig. 3(c). The data displays a center component 
due to the interference, which is also clearly seen in the intensity profile in Fig. 4(h) where the radially integrated 
intensity profiles of momentum distributions are plotted along the polar direction. In contrast, the center com-
ponent disappears for the initial energy of 2.7 eV as evident in Fig. 4(i,j). The data are consistent with the energy 
dependence of the far-field distribution in Fig. 3(d). The simulations further revealed that the interference peak 
evolves as the wave packet moves away from the surface on the scale of a couple of nanometers, as shown in 
Fig. 4(h). The interference peak appears around 2 nm away from the surface. This is consistent with claims in 
previous work4. Note that the interference peaks can also be seen in the near-field wave functions in Fig. 4(f). 
The space charge effects become significant by accumulating Coulomb forces from the other electrons while the 
electrons are propagating in the vacuum, especially in the first 10–100 μm from the surface28, and they should 
be weak in the close vicinity of the surface due to Coulomb forces of opposite sign from the image charges of the 
emitted electrons. Hence, the observed interference should not to be affected by space charge effects.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Conclusion
In this study, we have observed interference patterns between two electron beams induced by intense laser pulses 
from a tungsten tip apex; such interference is typically not visible due to the large separation of emission sites. 
TDSE simulations indicate that the observed interference is conceptually the same as Young’s interference. We 
have found that photo-excited electrons effectively reduce the slit-edge separation and thus are responsible for 
the interference. Our findings provide a new degree of freedom to control the appearance of interference that 
can potentially be applied to other metal nanostructures. The tungsten tip used in this experiment is a suitable 
substrate for depositing molecules29. By depositing molecules on the tip’s apex, we should be able to perform 
electron holography without constructing complicated electron optics and mechanical double slits as previously 
demonstrated using CNTs30. This holography can survive space charge effects at high intensities because the 
interference occurs in the vicinity of the tip apex. Moreover, radiation damage to molecules due to energy dep-
osition should be reduced because incident electron energy at the molecules is supposed to be very low, around 
0.5 eV31. On the downside, the spatial resolution would be in a range of a few nanometres because of the long 
wavelength. More importantly, the demonstrated polarization dependence should realize two coherent electron 
waves from two consecutive emission sites with a relative time delay using two laser beams, which would enable 
us to experimentally analyze the temporal structure of electron wave-packets scattered at adsorbate molecules by 
investigating the interference pattern over changes to their delay time. This method would achieve time-resolved 
electron holography, possibly with attosecond time resolution because the interference should be sensitive to the 
relative phase between reference and scattered wave-packets.
Methods
Experimental. A tungsten tip is mounted inside an ultra-high vacuum chamber (9 · 10−11 mbar). Laser pulses 
are generated by an oscillator (centre wavelength: 830 nm; repetition rate: 80 MHz; pulse duration: 7 fs) and intro-
duced into the vacuum chamber. Using spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction 
(SPIDER) outside of the vacuum chamber, we confirmed that the pulse width could reach 7 fs. A parabolic mirror 
in the chamber focuses the laser to approximately 3.5 μm diameter (e−2 radius) onto the tip apex. The tip was 
mounted on a 5-axis stage controlling three Cartesian coordinate positions x,y,z, as well as a tilt angle ϑ and an 
azimuthal angle ϕ around the tip axis. Linearly polarized laser light was used, and the polarization vector adapted 
Figure 4. Near-field electron intensity and momentum distributions simulated by TDSE and analysis of 
electron beam parameters. (a,e) Near-field electron intensity distribution when the maximum amplitude of 
the wave function along the center axis reaches a point 5 nm away from the tip apex. (b,f) Show their intensity 
profiles. The profile is made by integrating intensities along the radial direction and plotting them as a function 
of angle with respect to the center axis. L1 and L2 are angles at half maximum. (c) Conceptual diagram of 
changes of effective slit distance 2|L1| depending on the initial electron energy. Beam divergence θd is defined by 
the difference in angles between L1 and the corresponding angle in the far-field intensity profile. (d) Variation 
of |L1|, |L2| and θd as a function of initial energy Ei. (g,i) Momentum distributions of wave functions at 5 nm 
away from the tip surface for initial energies of 4 eV and 2.7 eV, respectively. (h,j) Are the intensity profiles 
of (g,i) along the polar direction. (f,h) Also show profiles of electron intensity and momentum distributions, 
respectively, when the wave function reaches 20 nm, 2 nm, 1 nm, and 0.5 nm from the surface.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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with a λ/2 plate. To observe the electron emission patterns from the tip, a two-dimensional detector was used 
(OCI-LEED detector). To measure the energy spectra of emitted electron, a hemisphereical analyzer was used 
(VG: CLAM2). The emission site to be measured was selected using a pinhole plate; details are described else-
where23–25. Cleanliness of the tip apex can be assessed from the emission patterns. If the surface is clean, we can 
observe the emission pattern shown in Fig. 1(b). A clean tip surface was prepared by flash-annealing the tip. Since 
the tip apex can be quickly contaminated even under ultra-high vacuum conditions, all the measurements were 
done within 15 min after sample heating.
Simulation of far-field interference patterns. Extracting the work functions. The work functions Φ 
along the blue arrow in Fig. 1(b) were extracted using the same procedure as in our previous work21,22. Because 
the field emission current density can be described by Φ and DC fields F in FN theory, Φ can be extracted from 
the experimentally obtained emission current if F is given. A relative F distribution on the tip apex was gener-
ated by OpenMaXwell32. The absolute values were adjusted multiplying the F distribution with a constant factor, 
and the resulting Φ map was compared to known values for several surface facets of tungsten. We have obtained 
4.55 eV, 4.45 eV and 5.25 eV for the (001), (310) and (011) surfaces, respectively. The resulting maximum DC field 
was 5.5 V/nm. These values are in fair agreement with previous data33,34. Minor uncertainties in the work func-
tions and DC fields do not affect the main conclusions in this article.
Wave packet propagation by TDSE. We have simulated the temporal evolution of the created electron wave pack-
ets inside the tip apex by solving the TDSE in a two-dimensional system. The tip apex is assumed as hemispher-
ical, and the radius of curvature is 100 nm as shown in Fig. 3(a). The TDSE is solved using the pseudo-spectral 
method35; our code successfully reproduced previous results in ref.26. The time step is 2−18 s. The propagation step 
size along the x and y axis is 0.98 Å and 0.34 Å, respectively, where the x-axis is the horizontal axis and the y-axis 
the longitudinal axis in Fig. 3(a). It is difficult to compute the propagation of the electron wave up to 50 mm away 
from the tip apex, where our detector is located, by just solving the TDSE. Therefore, after the electron kinetic 
energies reach 100 eV, we used a propagator under constant DC fields. For the case of solving the TDSE under 
constant DC fields, an analytical formula can be obtained, and one can simulate wave functions after any time 
interval36. This allowed us to obtain the far-field wave functions. The details of the potential energy landscape are 
described below.
Potential energy landscape. The potential energy inside the tip is set to be constant, assuming a free electron 
model. The surface barrier is modeled by an image potential. The height of the surface barrier with respect to 
the potential energy inside the tip is the Fermi energy (9.2 eV37) plus the work function. The work functions 
in Fig. 1(c) were used in the simulation. Here, the vacuum level distant from the emitter was taken as equal to 
EF + φmin, where φmin is the lowest value of local work-function used in the simulations. We assume that the differ-
ences in the work functions are converging to zero by following 1/d after a threshold value 1 nm from the tip apex 
where d is the distance from the surface. The threshold value of 1 nm was used because previous work shows the 
maximum of the work function around 1 nm from the surface38. The choice of the threshold value, however, does 
not affect the main outcome; we have tested this up to a threshold of 50 nm. We also applied a DC voltage between 
the tip apex and the detector. The DC field distributions were assumed spherically symmetric. Along the radial 
direction, we used the same DC potential distribution determined for the tip apex in the previous work25. Because 
of computation limitations in TDSE described above, the DC field is set to be constant after the electron energy 
reaches 100 eV, which is approximately 100 nm away from the tip in our simulations. The value of a constant DC 
field is determined such that the final kinetic energy becomes approximately 2500 eV.
Initial wave function. As shown in Fig. 3(a), we have created a spherical wave packet inside the tip apex. The 
center of the spherical wave coincides with the center of the hemisphere. The amplitude of the spherical wave is 
constant along the polar direction within the cone angle θw. Because the abrupt truncation of the wave function 
will cause energy broadening in their energy distribution, the wave packets over θw are truncated by following a 
Gaussian distribution; their HWHM is 3.5 nm. Along the radial direction, a Gaussian distribution is also applied, 
and Sw in Fig. 3(a) corresponds to the full-width-at-half-maximum. The wavenumber of the spherical wave is 
determined by the initial electron energy.
Reconstruction of energy-integrated far-field intensity distribution from the measured energy spec-
tra. Reconstruction of energy-integrated far-field intensity distributions from the measured energy spectra in 
Fig. 3(e) was done in the following steps. Since the energy spectra in the inset in Fig. 1(a) is measured for (310) 
type facet, the energy spectra cannot be directly used as weight. Hence, first we have calculated electron distribu-
tion functions of the excited electrons by dividing the spectrum by the expected transmission probability assum-
ing that the work function is 4.45 eV and the DC field is 3 V/nm, following previous work to extract the values23. 
The thus obtained electron distribution functions were used as weights assuming that the distribution functions 
are homogeneous between (310) and (111) type facets. Energy-integrated far-field intensity distributions for a 
laser intensity of 4 · 1012 W/cm2 (1 · 1012 W/cm2) are reconstructed by integrating the far-field intensity distribu-
tions with the initial energies from 1.6 eV to 6 eV (5 eV) in 0.2 eV (0.1 eV) steps, multiplying with the obtained 
weights. Here we should emphasize a discrepancy in our theory. In our TDSE simulations, we considered only 
electrons striking the surface with normal momentum. As described in the previous work19, however, the calcu-
lation of emission current density needs to consider all the electrons impinging on the surface from all directions. 
This discrepancy in our theory should not affect the conclusion of the present work, but more sophisticated treat-
ment is required for the quantitative analysis of the interference peak.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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